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Abstract With the development of feature extraction technique, one sample al-
ways can be represented by multiple features which locate in high-dimensional
space. Multiple features can reflect various perspectives of one same sample, so
there must be compatible and complementary information among the multiple
views. Therefore, it’s natural to integrate multiple features together to obtain
better performance. However, most multi-view dimension reduction methods can-
not handle multiple features from nonlinear space with high dimensions. To ad-
dress this problem, we propose a novel multi-view dimension reduction method
named Multi-view Reconstructive Preserving Embedding (MRPE) in this paper.
MRPE reconstructs each sample by utilizing its k nearest neighbors. The simi-
larities between each sample and its neighbors are primely mapped into lower-
dimensional space in order to preserve the underlying neighborhood structure of
the original manifold. MRPE fully exploits correlations between each sample and
its neighbors from multiple views by linear reconstruction. Furthermore, MRPE
constructs an optimization problem and derives an iterative procedure to obtain
the low-dimensional embedding. Various evaluations based on the applications of
document classification, face recognition and image retrieval demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our proposed approach on multi-view dimension reduction.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, along with the development of information technology, a large plenty
of tools are produced to describe various samples from different perspectives.
Therefore, one same sample can always be represented by multiple views which
consist of compatible and complementary information. Take computer vision for
example, one image can be represented by multiple feature descriptors which de-
scribes images from different perspectives, such as Scale-invariant feature trans-
form (SIFT)[1], Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG)[2] and Speeded up robust
features (SURF)[3], etc[4]. Observing that these feature descriptors are capable
of describing multiple properties of one image, they must have some interior re-
lations between each other. Therefore, it is natural for researchers to integrate
them together and obtain better performance rather than rely on just one single
view[5]. We consider effectively exploring and exploiting multiple representations
simultaneously, so the key of multi-view learning is to leverage the complementary
information from multiple views, which is of vital importance but challenging.
Since multi-view learning has attracted more and more attentions, a great
deal of efforts [6,7,8] have been carried out on multi-view data learning, in-
cluding classification[9,10,11], clustering[12], and feature selection[13,14]. Xia et
al.[15] proposed a multi-view spectral embedding (MSE) which can better under-
stand correlations between each two samples in original space. MSE is capable
of insuring that the distribution of each view is sufficiently smooth, which im-
proves the performance of relative applications based on clustering. Xu et al.[16]
adopted a novel probabilistic smoothed weighting scheme to construct a novel
algorithm named Multi-view Self-Packed Learning (MSPL), which can also per-
form excellently in many fields (including human motion recognition and object
recognition[17]). Kumar et al.[12] developed a multi-view spectral clustering frame-
work which achieves this goal by co-regularizing a clustering hypotheses, and pro-
posed two co-regularization schemes to accomplish this.
As for high-dimensional data can be different to interpret, little progress has
been made in dimension reduction across multiple views[15]. We consider trans-
forming data from the high-dimensional space to subspace with lower dimen-
sions. The data transformation may be linear, as in principal component analysis
(PCA)[18], et al.[19], but many nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques also
exist, which assume that the data of interest lie on an embedded non-linear man-
ifold within the higher-dimensional space, such as Laplacian Eigenmaps (LE)[20]
and Locally Linear Embedding (LLE)[21], etc.
In this paper, we propose a novel multi-view dimension reduction method
named Multi-view Reconstructive Preserving Embedding (MRPE) which can deal
with multi-view features from nonlinear space. MRPE fully exploits correlations
between samples using linear reconstruction from multiple views. Meanwhile, MRPE
constructs an optimization problem which can force multi-view features to learn
from each other. Then, an iterative procedure is described in our paper to show
the optimization process of MRPE. The contributions of our paper can be listed as
follows: Firstly, we carefully survey the field of multi-view learning and propose a
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multi-view dimension reduction method. Secondly, MRPE fully exploits the local
symmetries of linear reconstruction from multiple views, which is capable of learn-
ing the global structure of nonlinear manifold from various perspectives. Various
experiments have verified that our proposed MRPE achieves excellent performance
in most situations.
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we introduce some related
works which consist of LLE and some basic knowledge of multi-view learning.
And we describe the constructing procedure and the optimization procedure of
our proposed MRPE in section 3. In section 4, we conduct several experiments on
various multi-view datasets to verify the excellent performance of MRPE. And we
make a conclusion in section 5.
2 Related Works
In this section, first, we provide a brief overview of LLE which is for single view
data. Then, we introduce the background of multi-view learning in detail to help
readers improve their ability to comprehend this paper.
2.1 Locally Linear Embedding
Locally linear Embedding (LLE) is a well-known nonlinear dimension reduction
method which has attracted widely attentions. LLE begins by finding a set of the
nearest neighbors for each sample, and then computes a set of weights for each
sample as a linear combination of its neighbors, finally uses an eigenvector-based
optimization technique to find the low-dimensional embedding of samples, such
that each sample is still described with the linear combination of its neighbors.
In order to find the low-dimensional embedding, LLE constructs the objective
function as follows:
argmin
Y
tr(YMY T )
s.t. Y Y T = I
(1)
Where the matrix M can be stored and manipulated as the sparse matrix (I −
W )(I−W )T whose minimum d nonzero eigenvectors provide the final low-dimensional
representations Y . W consists of linear correlations between each sample and its
neighbors in the original space. Because LLE aims to maintain the linear corre-
lations between samples, W is also the reflection of the similarities among each
sample and its neighbors in lower space. Therefore, W is a n × n sparse matrix
which represents the same weight preserved within the original space and lower
space. tr(·) represents the trace of the matrix. The dimensionality reduction by
LLE succeeds in identifying the underlying structure of the manifold and is capable
of generating highly nonlinear embeddings[22].
2.2 Multi-view Learning
Multi-view learning is concerned with the problem of machine learning from data
represented by multiple distinct feature sets. This learning mechanism is largely
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motivated by the property of data from real-world where examples are described
by different feature sets or different views in high-dimensional space[23]. For in-
stance, as Fig.1, one image can be represented by vectors extracted by multiple
feature descriptors. For example, Gist[24] is a feature descriptor which can re-
flect the information of a region boundary of the object of shape of the scene in
the images. Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG)[2] counts the occurrences of
gradient orientation in localized portions. Local binary patterns (LBP)[25] is a
simple yet efficient operator ot describe local image pattern and achieves good
performances in most tasks. As we can see, features extracted from different de-
scriptors show multiple properties which provide compatible and complementary
information. However, features from multiple views always locate in different di-
mensions which can not be utilized directly. Therefore, by utilizing the consistency
and complementary properties of different views, multi-view learning is rendered
more effective, more promising, and has better generalization ability than single
view learning.
For multi-view learning methods, we provide significant symbols utilized in
the rest of our paper in order to present the technique details effectively. Capital
letters, e.g., X, represent matrices or sets. Lower case letters, e.g., x, represent
vectors, and xi is the ith item of x. Superscript, e.g., X
(v), represents data from
the vth view. Suppose multi-view features with n samples having m views can
be represented as X = {X(v) ∈ RDv×n}mv=1, where X(v) = [x(v)1 , x(v)2 , . . . , x(v)n ] ∈
RDv×n. And X(v) is the feature matrix which consists of features from the vth
view. Dv is the dimension of features in original space. The goal of our algorithm is
to reduce the dimensionality to d such that Dv >> d and obtain the common low-
dimensional representations as Y = [y1, y2, . . . , yn] ∈ Rd×n which incorporates the
feature information from multiple perspectives.
Multi-view learning has been a hot topic for a long time. There are many useful
works [26,27] which can deal with features from multiple views well. Co-regularized
framework[12] is a good method which can deal with multi-view clustering by min-
imizing the distinguish between different views. The comparing methods(Pairwise
and Centroid) in our experiment all adopt the co-regularized framework with dif-
ferent constraints. MSE[15] is another useful work which can obtain one common
low-dimensional representation for features from different views. Meanwhile, some
co-training methods[28] have also attracted attentions from researchers all over
the world. Therefore, multi-view learning has been a hot topic during the last
decades, which should be carefully studied.
3 Method
In this section, we present our proposed MRPE which finds a common low-
dimensional embedding over all views simultaneously, for we assume that differ-
ent views hold the common and consistent low-dimensional representations. Fig.1
shows the working procedure of MRPE. First, MRPE exploits correlations among
samples via linear reconstruction across multiple views. Meanwhile, MRPE con-
structs an optimizaiton problem which makes multi-view features learn from each
other. Then, the iterative optimization is performed for MRPE to get the optimal
and common low-dimensional representations from multiple views.
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Fig. 1: The working procedure of MRPE.
3.1 Constructing Procedure
In this paper, in addition to considering the distances between each two samples,
we pay more attention to the similarities between each sample and its neighbors.
Firstly, we reconstruct each sample by utilizing its k neighbors to illustrate the
similarities between features from each single view. Then, we map the similarities
into lower-dimensional space so that it can preserve the underlying neighborhood
structure of the original manifold. Finally, we develop a multi-view scheme to
combine information from multiple views and achieve a better low-dimensional
representation for samples.
First, we introduce how we obtain low-dimensional embedding for single view.
As we know, one object can be represented by different views. We desire to inte-
grate the features from multiple perspectives, so we expand the scheme of single
view into multi-view learning and propose the approach MRPE in this paper for
multi-view dimension reduction. Suppose the data consists of n real-valued vectors
x
(v)
i (1 ≤ i ≤ n). And each x(v)i represents the ith sample from the vth view with
the dimensionality D. Therefore, the ith sample can be reconstructed from its k
nearest neighbors x
(v)
ij (1 ≤ j ≤ k) using linear combination. So we minimize the
cost function subject to measure the reconstruction errors of single view:
argmin
w
(v)
ij
n∑
i=1
||x(v)i −
k∑
j=1
w
(v)
ij x
(v)
ij ||2 (2)
Take the constraint
∑k
j w
(v)
ij = 1 into consideration, we can compute the weight
w
(v)
ij to reconstruct the same sample in lower d dimensional space. The solving
procedure of w
(v)
ij is same with that of LLE, which can be found in [21]. w
(v)
ij
maintains the correlation between the ith and jth samples. It’s essential to fully
exploit correlations between samples via linear reconstruction and maintain them
into the low-dimensional representations. So each sample x
(v)
i in original space is
mapped into a sample yi in lower dimensional space by minimizing the objective
function:
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argmin
yi
n∑
i=1
||yi −
k∑
j=1
w
(v)
ij yij ||2
s.t.
n∑
i
yi = 0;
1
n
n∑
i
yiy
T
i = I
(3)
where the optimal yi can be achieved with the weight w
(v)
ij maintained in lower-
dimensional space. w
(v)
ij can be obtained by Eq.2. Concerning the descriptions
of one object in multiple views, we desire to integrate the features from various
perspectives. Therefore, our approach constructs the following objective function
according to Eq.3 by summing all the views which gives contribution to multi-view
low-dimensional embedding as follows:
argmin
yi
m∑
v=1
n∑
i=1
αv||yi −
k∑
j=1
w
(v)
ij yij ||2. (4)
As we mentioned above, multiple properties from multiple views are the de-
scriptions of exactly one same object, and due to their complementary information
of multiple views to each other, different views definitely have different contri-
butions to the final common low-dimensional embedding. In order to fully ex-
plore complementary properties of different views, a set of nonnegative weights
α = [α1, . . . , αm] is imposed on part optimizations of different views indepen-
dently. Since the coefficients shows the different weights of each view, naturally
the larger αv is, the more crucial role the view X
(v) plays in learning to procure the
common low-dimensional embedding Y across multiple views. Moreover, we add
the constraint
∑m
v=1 αv = 1. In order to obtain a more compact expression, Eq.4
can be reorganized as follows and the inference process can be found in Appendix:
argmin
Y,α
m∑
v=1
αvtr(YM
(v)Y T )
s.t. Y Y T = I;
m∑
v=1
αv = 1, αv ≥ 0.
(5)
where M (v) is a n × n matrix found as M (v) = (I − W (v))(I − W (v))T whose
minimum d nonzero eigenvectors provide the final low dimensional representations
Y = [y1, . . . , yn] ∈ Rd×n. Sparse matrixW (v) ∈ Rn×n describes the reconstructing
weights among the samples. The constraint Y Y T = I is imposed on Ref. [21] to
uniquely determine the common low-dimensional embedding Y of multiple views.
By means of analyzing the equation Eq.5, we notice that the solution to α in
Eq.5 is αt = 1 corresponding to the minimum tr(YM
(v)Y T ) over different views,
and αt = 0 otherwise. This solution suggests that only exactly one view is finally
selected by this method. Therefore, the performance of this method is equivalent
to the one from the best view which definitely does not meet our goal to integrate
compatible and complementary properties from multiple views to obtain better
performance and get a better embedding than based on just one single view. So
we adopt a trick utilized in Ref.[29] to avoid this circumstance. We set αv to α
r
v
with the constraint r > 1. In this condition,
∑m
v=1 α
r
v = 1 carries out its minimum
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when αv = 1/m with respect to
∑m
v=1 αv = 1, αv > 0. By setting r > 1, Similar
αv for different views will be achieved. Therefore, each single view has a particular
contribution to the final low-dimensional embedding Y . Thus, the new objective
function is defined as
argmin
Y,α
m∑
v=1
αrvtr(YM
(v)Y T )
s.t. Y Y T = I;
m∑
v=1
αv = 1, αv ≥ 0.
(6)
According to the related discussions, MRPE finds a low-dimensional sufficiently
smooth embedding Y by preserving the underlying neighborhood similarity of
the original manifold in each view simultaneously. Furthermore, we illustrate the
optimization procedure of MRPE in the next part.
3.2 Optimization Procedure
In this section, we introduce the iterative optimization procedure of MRPE in
detail. It is clearly that MRPE aims to obtain the common low-dimensional rep-
resentations from multiple views which fully utilize information from the other
views. In this paper, we derive an iterative algorithm by utilizing the alternating
optimization to achieve the optimal solution which iteratively updates Y and α.
Firstly, we fix Y to update α. By adopting a Lagrange multiplier λ to take the
constraint
∑m
v=1 αv = 1 into consideration, we get the Lagrange function
L(α, λ) =
m∑
v=1
αrvtr(YM
(v)Y T )− λ(
m∑
v=1
αv − 1). (7)
By means of setting the derivative of L(α, λ) with respect to αv and λ to zero,
we can obtain
αv =
(1/tr(YM (v)Y T ))1/(r−1)∑m
v=1(1/tr(YM
(v)Y T ))1/(r−1)
. (8)
According to Eq.8, we have the following understanding for r in controlling αv.
If r tends to∞, different αv will be close to each other. If r tends to 1, only αv = 1
corresponding to the minimum tr(YM (v)Y T ) over different views, and αv = 0
otherwise. Therefore, the selection of r should be based on the complementary
properties of all views. Abundant complementary features prefer larger parameter
r; otherwise, r should be small.
Secondly, we fix α to update Y , thus, the optimization problem in Eq.6 is
equivalent to
min
Y
tr(YMY T )
s.t Y Y T = I
(9)
where M =
∑m
v=1 α
r
vM
(v). The optimal Y is given as the eigenvectors associated
with the smallest d eigenvalues of the sparse matrix M .
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As stated in the aforementioned descriptions, we can form an iterative opti-
mization procedure, presented in Algorithm 1 to obtain the optimal solution of
MRPE.
Algorithm 1: MRPE Algorithm
Input:
X = {X(v) ∈ RDv×n}mv=1: features from all views; d: the dimension of
the low-dimensional embedding (d < Dv, 1 ≤ v ≤ m); r > 1.
Output:
Y = [y1, y2, . . . , yn] ∈ Rd×n: the low-dimensional representations for
all views.
Optimization Procedure:
1. Calculate reconstructing weight matrix W (v) for each view.
2. Construct similarity matrix between each two samples.
3. Initialize parameters d, k, r and α = [1/m, . . . , 1/m].
4. Repeat.
5. Obtain the eigenvectors associated with the smallest d eigenvalue
of the matrix M defined in Eq.6 and get the low-dimensional em-
bedding Y .
6. Calculate and update α.
7. Until convergence.
The objective function
∑m
v=1 α
r
vtr(YM
(v)Y T ) reduces with the increasing of
the iteration number so that our algorithm converges. In particular, with fixed α,
the optimal Y can reduce the value of the objective function, and with fixed Y ,
the optimal α will also reduce the value of objective function.
4 Experiment
In this section, we present experiments on publicly available datasets for doc-
ument classification, face recognition and image retrieval, which serve both to
demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed multi-view dimension reduction method
MRPE and validate the claims of the previous sections. We will first introduce the
datasets and illustrate the comparing methods to evaluate our proposed method
MRPE. We will then demonstrate various experiments, comparing performance
across different feature dimensions in lower space, and show the accuracies on
each dataset. All these experiments can verify that our proposed MRPE achieves
better performance in most situations.
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4.1 Datasets and comparing methods
In our experiments, 5 datasets are utilized to illustrate the effectiveness of MRPE,
including document datasets (3sources 1) and face datasets (Yale 2 and ORL 3),
and image datasets (such as, Holidays 4 and Corel-1K 5). All document datasets
are benchmark multi-view datasets. For those images datasets, we extract features
using multiple descriptors as multi-view features for our experiments. Some images
from these datasets are shown as Fig.2.
(a) Yale Dataset (b) Corel-1K
(c) Holiday Dataset
Fig. 2: Images from datasets utilized in our experiments.
The performance of MRPE is evaluated by comparing the following methods: 1.
Pairwise [12], which is a multi-view spectral embedding method using pairwise con-
straints. 2. Centroid [12], which utilizes centroid constraints for multi-view spectral
1 http://mlg.ucd.ie/datasets/3sources.html
2 http://cvc.yale.edu/projects/yalefaces/yalefaces.html
3 http://www.uk.research.att.com/facedatabase.html
4 http://lear.inrialpes.fr/jegou/data.php
5 https://sites.google.com/site/dctresearch/Home/content-based-image-retrieval
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embedding. 3. MSE [15], which is a multi-view dimension reduction method uti-
lizing global coordinate alignment. 4. SLE which is laplacian eigenmaps [20] with
the best single view. 5. SLLE is locally linear embedding [21] with the best single
view. 6. FCLE connects all the features among the multiple views and use lapla-
cian eigenmaps for single view embedding. 7. FCLLE is locally linear embedding
with feature connection.
After using the dimension reduction methods above, we can obtain the low-
dimensional representations for all views. We calculated all the experiment results
on the low-dimensional representations from each single view. And the experiment
results are the best ones from all views
4.2 Document classification
In this part, we carry out a document classification experiment on 3Sources dataset
to show the effectiveness of our method. 3Sources is collected from three online new
sources, BBC, Reuters and Guardian. All of the datasets include three views and
each source is treated as one single view in this dataset. The demensions of features
from these 3 views are 3068, 3631, 3560 respectively. Then, twenty percent of all
samples are randomly assigned as those ones which need to be classified. MRPE
and all comparing methods are trained to obtain low-dimension representations
using the training samples. 1NN classifier [30] is adopted to show the classification
results on the testing samples. We conducted the experiment for twenty times and
calculated the classification accuracies as the boxplot in Fig.3.
MRPE Pairwise Centroid MSE SLE SLLE FCLE FCLLE
Methods
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(a) dimension=10
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ci
es
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(b) dimenion=20
Fig. 3: Classification Accuracies on 3Sources
As we can see, our proposed method MRPE achieve excellent performance to
deal with the document dataset. Because 3Sources dataset consists of features from
3 views, MRPE can fully utilize all information from multiple views. Meanwhile,
MREP maintains the linear reconstructive correlations between each sample and
its neighbours, which improves the performances of it. Furthermore, we find out
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that the performances of those multi-view methods are much better than those
singe-view ones, which can verify the value and potential of related researches on
the field of multi-view learning. FCLE and FCLLE cannot achieve good perfor-
mance, which verifies the infeasibility of feature concatenation.
4.3 Face Recognition
In this part, we conduct face recognition experiments on Yale and ORL dataset to
show the advantages of our proposed method MRPE. There are 165 faces corre-
sponding to 15 people in Yale dataset. And there are 400 faces correspongding to
40 people in ORL dataset. We extract features by grey-scale intensity, local binary
patterns [25] and edge direction histogram [31] as three views. The demensions of
features from these 3 views are 1024, 256, 72 respectively. Twenty percent faces
are randomly selected to be recognized for both Yale and ORL datasets. 1NN clas-
sifier is adopted to calculate the recognition results after the dimension reduction.
We conduct these two experiments for twenty times. For the experiment on Yale,
we show the boxplots as Fig.4. For ORL datasets, we summarized the recognition
accuracies and show the mean and max results as Table.1.
MRPE Pairwise Centroid MSE SLE SLLE FCLE FCLLE
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(a) dimension=10
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(b) dimenion=20
Fig. 4: Recognition Accuracies on Yale Faces.
Table 1: Recognition accuracies on ORL dataset
ORL MRPE Pairwise Centroid MSE SLE FCLE FCLLE
Dim=10
Mean 83.71% 82.56% 83.16% 82.97% 79.32% 80.79% 81.43%
Max 87.62% 85.48% 86.81% 85.79% 83.51% 84.01% 84.75%
Dim=20
Mean 85.58% 84.33% 84.46% 84.06% 80.00% 81.32% 83.19%
Max 88.26% 86.06% 87.41% 87.30% 85.36% 85.76% 86.20%
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Fig.4 and Table.1 can show that MRPE can achieve good performance in the
field of face recognition. The performances of FCLE and FCLLE are bad because
of their unreasonable way to deal with multi-view features. Furthermore, SLLE is
another good method on Yale dataset.
4.4 Image Retrieval
In this part, we conduct two experiments on different image datasets (including
Holidays and Corel-1K datasets) for image retrieval, which brings excellent per-
formance of MRPE.
For Holidays dataset, there are 1491 images corresponding to 500 categories,
which are mainly captured for sceneries. Among all these images, 500 images are
assigned as the query images while the other 991 are assigned as the corresponding
relevant images. We employ MSD [32], Gist [24], and HOC [33] to extract features
as three views for all images. The demensions of features from these 3 views are
72, 512, 768 respectively. All these methods are conducted to project all samples
into a 50 low-dimensional subspace. And distance metric [34,35] is essential for
image retrieval and utilize `1 distance to measure similarities between samples.
We conduct this experiment for twenty times and show the precision, recall, mean
average precision (MAP) and F1-Measure on top 2 retrieval result as Table.2.
Table 2: The precision (P%), recall(R%), MAP(%) and F1−Measure of different
methods on Holidays dataset
Criteria MRPE Pairwise Centriod MSE SLE SLLE FCLE FCLLE
P 82.00 79.43 79.96 77.35 71.33 74.75 74.14 81.33
R 63.42 61.23 61.59 59.76 54.68 57.39 56.98 62.89
MAP 91.00 89.62 89.88 88.68 85.57 87.37 86.97 90.67
F1 35.76 34.58 34.79 33.72 30.95 32.47 32.22 35.47
For Corel-1K dataset, there are one thousand images corresponding to ten cat-
egories, which are collected just for image retrieval. There are 100 images for all
categories. And for each category, we randomly select 10 images as query ones.
And we utilize the three descriptors [32,24,33] to extract features same as above.
The demensions of features from these 3 views are 72, 512, 768 respectively. Fur-
thermore, all the methods are conducted to represent all samples in a 10 low-
dimensional subspace. The procedure of this experiment is as same as that one
on Holidays dataset. We conducted the experiment for twenty times and draw the
relation curves as Fig.5
Through these experiments for image retrieval, it can be found that our pro-
posed Methods MRPE achieves the better performance than the other dimen-
sion reduction methods. Our proposed method MRPE can integrate compatible
and complementary information from multiple views and obtain a better low-
dimensional embedding from these views. In most situations, the first four multi-
view methods outperform the other single view methods, which demonstrate that
multi-view learning is an essential and valuable research field indeed.
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Fig. 5: The curves of precision, recall, PR, and F1-Measure on Corel-1k dataset
4.5 Convergence analysis and Training Time
Because MRPE is solved by an iterative procedure, it is essential to discuss the
convergence and training time of MRPE. In this section, we summarized the ob-
jective values and training time of the experiment on Yale dataset above. The
dimension of the subspace is selected as 10. The training time was tested on a PC
with a dual-Core i5-2300 CPU(2.80GHz) and 10 GB memory. All the details of
this experiment has been shown in section 4.3. Fig.6 summarizes the the objective
values and training time of on Yale dataset as follows:
It can be found that the objective values tend to be stable when 10 itera-
tions are finished. Therefore, the tendency of objective values verify that MRPE
converges after enough iterations. Meanwhile, the consuming time of different iter-
ations are almost the same with each other. Therefore, the training time of MRPE
has linear correlation with the number of iterations.
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Fig. 6: Objective values and training time (in seconds) on Yale dataset.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel and effective multi-view dimension reduction
method MRPE. MRPE reconstructs each sample by utilizing its k neighbors to
illustrate the similarities between each sample and its neighbors. The similarities
is primely mapped into lower-dimensional space in order to preserve the underly-
ing neighborhood structure of the original manifold. Therefore, MRPE can deal
with different features from multiple views and fully exploit correlations between
samples via linear reconstruction. Meanwhile, MRPE constructs an optimization
problem which effectively explore and exploit multiple features simultaneously.
And we evaluate the proposed approach on several real-world datasets via docu-
ment classification, face recognition and image retrieval experiments and achieve
excellent performance.
Even though MRPE can achieve good performances in most stituation, there
are still some sapces to improve its performance. Appropriate similarities be-
tween samples from multiple views can improve the discriminative ability of low-
dimensional representations. Meanwhile, a good strategy to combine information
from multiple views can improve the performances of most multi-view learning
methods. Furthermore, the proposed MRPE cannot deal with mixed and incom-
plete data, which affects the generalization of it. Therefore, our future works aim
to improve the performances of MRPE and extend it to adapt various data (mixed
or incomplete data).
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Appendix
This appendix shows how to obtain Eq.5 from Eq.4 by matrix operations.
m∑
v=1
n∑
i=1
α(v)||yi −
k∑
j=1
w
(v)
ij yij ||2
=
m∑
v=1
n∑
i=1
α(v)||Y Ii − YW (v)i ||2
(10)
where Y = [y1, . . . , yi, . . . , yn] ∈ Rd×n is the final low-dimensional representations,
Ii = [0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0] ∈ Rn×1 is a vector with value 1 of the ith position, and
W
(v)
i ∈ Rn×1 is extended by filling number 0 of the vector
∑k
j w
(v)
ij ∈ Rk×1.
m∑
v=1
n∑
i=1
α(v)||yi −
k∑
j=1
w
(v)
ij yij ||2
=
m∑
v=1
n∑
i=1
α(v)||Y Ii − YW (v)i ||2
=
m∑
v=1
n∑
i=1
α(v)(Y Ii − YW (v)i )(Y Ii − YW (v)i )T
=
m∑
v=1
α(v)tr((Y I − YW (v))(Y I − YW (v))T )
=
m∑
v=1
α(v)tr(Y (I −W (v))(I −W (v))TY T )
=
m∑
v=1
α(v)tr(YM (v)Y T )
(11)
where M (v) = (I −W (v))(I −W (v))T ∈ Rn×n and W (v) = [W (v)1 , . . . ,W (v)n ] ∈
Rn×n.
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